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Conditional calibration and the sage statistician 

Donald B. Rubin1 

Abstract 

Being a calibrated statistician means using procedures that in long-run practice basically follow the guidelines of 
Neyman’s approach to frequentist inference, which dominates current statistical thinking. Being a sage (i.e., 
wise) statistician when confronted with a particular data set means employing some Bayesian and Fiducial modes 
of thinking to moderate simple Neymanian calibration, even if not doing so formally. This article explicates this 
marriage of ideas using the concept of conditional calibration, which takes advantage of more recent simulation-
based ideas arising in Approximate Bayesian Computation. 

 
Key Words: Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC); Bayesian inference; Fiducial inference; Fisher; Frequentist 

methods; Neyman. 

 
 

1  Principled statisticians 
 

There are many possible definitions for what makes a principled statistician, where by “principled” I do 

not necessarily imply “good” or “sage”, but simply following clear principles of behavior. I think generally 

there are three major themes or philosophies of statistical inference. Neymanian frequentists, following 

ideas proposed originally by Neyman (1923, 1934), care about the operating characteristics of procedures 

(e.g., point estimates, interval estimates), under repeated sampling: point estimates should be approximately 

unbiased for their estimands (averaging over all possible samples), interval estimates should be conservative 

in the sense of having at least their nominal coverage of their estimands (again averaging over samples), 

and tests should be conservative in the sense of rejecting true null hypotheses at most at their nominal rates. 

These desiderata are widely viewed as being features of valid statistical inference (e.g., see Lehmann, 1959). 

Of course, all procedures that are valid are not equally desirable; valid point estimates with less variability 

are better, valid interval estimates that are shorter are better, and so forth.  

Bayesian statisticians (e.g., Savage, 1954; Lindley, 1971; de Finetti, 1972), in contrast to repeated-

sampling operating characteristics, care about correct conditioning on observed data under a particular 

probabilistic specification. Fisherian statisticians (in the sense of Fiducialists, at least as I view the most 

central idea of this approach, Fisher (1956)) avoid conclusions that appear to be contradicted by observed 

data, which is at the heart of Fisher’s randomization test in experiments; I have long resonated to the wisdom 

of this approach and its generalizations, as expressed in Rubin (1984). Nevertheless, I also think Bayesian 

thinking is critical to being a wise applied statistician in practice, for example by using posterior predictive 

p-values and checks, which assess whether a proposed model can (that is, is able to, not must) generate data 

that look like the observed data set we are facing – we return to this central idea later. 

There is little doubt that frequentist thinking dominates current statistical thinking even though Bayesian 

procedures are becoming more common largely because of current computational advances, which allow 
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many complicated models to be fit routinely. Nevertheless, I believe that Bayesian and fiducial thinking are 

fundamental to being a sage (i.e., wise, not necessarily principled in the narrow sense of the following 

specific principles) statistician. 

 
2  Should frequentists care about Bayesian procedures? 
 

For example, why should frequentists ever use the sample mean to estimate the population mean? After 

all, the sample mean is essentially the center of the Bayesian posterior distribution of the population mean 

under a Gaussian model with relatively diffuse prior distributions on parameters, and therefore derived using 

an “unreliable (i.e., Bayesian) methodology”. Of course this sentence is facetious, and not intended to be 

taken seriously, although there are serious points underlying it. 
 

Serious Point #1: The original motivation for any statistical procedure, whether Bayesian or Fiducial 

or the result of some amazing dream, is irrelevant to the frequentist operating characteristics of that 

procedure. I used to hear this criticism directed at Multiple Imputation (MI), Rubin (1978). Because 

MI’s initial justification was Bayesian, MI could never be trusted from a design-based (frequentist) 

perspective. 
 

Serious Point #2: For creating procedures, especially in complex situations, such as those that easily 

arise with unintended missing data, Bayesian methods are far more generative of sensible answers than 

standard, frequentist arguments, such as those based on “principles” such as unbiasedness or 

minimizing mean squared error. Again, I think that the relative success of MI for missing data illustrates 

this point nicely (e.g., as argued in many places, including Rubin (1996)). 
 

Serious Point #3: Nonetheless, frequentist evaluations (e.g., of bias of point estimates and coverage of 

interval estimates) are still highly relevant to the sage statistician because all idealizations, including 

Bayesian ones, are oversimplifications. As George Box said, “All models are wrong, but some are 

useful” (Box, 1976); also earlier, John von Neumann (1947) stated, “Truth is much too complicated to 

allow anything but approximations”. 
 

Two more Serious Points, an analogy, and some summarized points. 
 

Serious Point #4: Frequentist criteria based on operating characteristics can be used to evaluate any 

procedure (really the same as Serious Point #1). 
 

Serious Point #5: Therefore, we can, and moreover should, use Bayesian models to create procedures 

that appear to be appropriate under plausible assumptions, and use frequentist methods to evaluate these 

procedures in realistic situations, situations more general than those that were assumed when deriving 

the Bayesian answers. 
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Versions of these points have been made before, for example in Box (1980), Rubin (1984), and in Little 

(2008) and its discussions (e.g., Rubin, 2008), as well as earlier and later by various other authors. Many 

practicing statisticians would pretty much agree with all Serious Points, except perhaps Serious Points #2 

and #5. Being a “calibrated” statistician generally means choosing procedures that have good operating 

characteristics over a broad range of circumstances. Being sage when confronted with a particular data set 

is more difficult to define, because it depends on the immediate context of the problem being confronted, 

and the consequences of resulting decisions, which formally can lead to decision theory (Wald, 1950). My 

own view is that although this framework is theoretically appealing, real decisions are made in contexts 

with many fuzzy and perpetually changing considerations, which disable the utility of the full formal 

structure of decision theory. 

 
3  On the elusive goal of being calibrated and sage 
 

Bayesians condition on what is observed, and so in principle, try to be appropriate to the data at hand. 

True Bayesian calibration, however, in the sense of creating interval estimates that have accurate Bayesian 

coverage of the true posterior distribution no matter what “Truth” generated the observed data, is essentially 

impossible in practice. This was illustrated to me in fairly trivial examples, first in Rubin (1983) when I was 

attempting to demonstrate the superiority of the Bayesian approach in the context of survey inferences, then 

in Rosenbaum and Rubin (1984), which documented the relevance of stopping rules on the Bayesian validity 

of Bayesian inferences, unless all model and prior distributions were correct, and more recently in Ferriss 

(Harvard PhD. Thesis, 2018), which considered the implications of re-randomization in experiments on the 

Bayesian validity of Bayesian inference. But despite this inability to approach the Bayesian ideal when there 

is the absence of knowledge of correct models, a statistician can still seek to be calibrated, in some important 

sense, and sage in the fiducial sense of avoiding conclusions that are contradicted by the data set actually 

being analyzed. I refer to this as being “conditionally calibrated” and explicate this surprisingly elusive idea 

here. 

A personal aside relevant to this idea of being conditionally calibrated: When I was visiting the 

University of California, Berkeley in the 1970’s and had a visitor’s office next to, the then retired, but still 

intellectually vibrant and feisty, Jerzy Neyman, he clearly expressed to me his view that such conditioning 

for statistical inference was essentially impossible to define correctly, at least in the context of our 1970’s 

discussion of Fisher’s desiderata to condition on ancillary statistics when drawing inferences. 

Another relevant aside: my reading is that fundamentally, both Neyman and Fisher wanted, at least in 

their youths, to be effectively Bayesian in that they both sought a distribution for the estimand conditional 

on the observed data, but took very different mathematical approaches to finding that distribution, as 

discussed in (Rubin, 2016). Fisher (1956) was totally forthright about this fiducial objective: “The Fiducial 

argument uses the observations to change the logical status of the parameter [the unknown estimand] from 

one in which nothing is known of it, and no probability statement can be made, to the status of a random 
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variable having a well-defined distribution”. Values of the estimand with little support in this fiducial 

distribution, were those values that were stochastically contradicted by the observed data, that is, if true, 

they were unlikely to generate the observed data – a stochastic proof by contradiction. Despite the intuitive 

appeal of this approach, mathematical foundations for it have not enjoyed universal acceptance (e.g., 

Dempster, 1967; Martin and Liu, 2016). 

Neyman was not direct as Fisher when seeking a distribution for the estimand, but consider his original 

definition of “confidence intervals” (Neyman, 1934), which was openly based on some Bayesian logic: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1  Neyman’s (1934, pages 589-590) definition of confidence intervals. 

 
4  Calibration ‒ A simulation perspective 
 

Consider how to evaluate a proposed procedure, generically called ,P  which is to be applied to a data 

set, generically called ,Y  yet to be collected from a population; P  is a specified function of the data Y  and 

will be used to estimate the estimand, here a scalar quantity, ,Q  which describes some aspect of the 

population from which Y  is drawn. For descriptive simplicity, suppose P  is a purported 95% interval for 

;Q  for P  to be exactly calibrated means that P  includes Q  in exactly 95% of repeated samples. Further, 

suppose Y  is drawn from its population using design ,D  which is known and fixed throughout this 

discussion; for concreteness, D  is simple random sampling. Although D  is known, at the design stage, the 

data set Y  is not yet known. Also suppose, again for simplicity, that all “experts” interested in this problem 

agree on a set of K  possible “Truths” for describing the unknown population to which D  will be applied 

to obtain data set ;Y  call these possible Truths 1 2, , ,, KT T T  and the values of their associated local (local 

to each Truth) estimands 1 2, , ,, KQ Q Q  where   ,k kQ Q T   for 1, , ,k K   for the function ,Q  

common to all possible truths. The estimand Q  is the value of the function Q  evaluated at the actual Truth. 
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The kQ  are here called local estimands, that is, local to the truths. As far as I can tell, Neyman never 

fomally considered such local estimands, but I see them as important bridges to the Bayesian perspective as 

well as to being a sage statistician. Only one of the possible truths is the actual truth. The inferential objective 

is the value of Q  for the Truth that generated the yet-to-be observed data .Y  

The collection of K  possible Truths can often be compactly described mathematically, so that K  can 

be essentially infinite. One example of such Truths, and their associated local estimands, could be K  

Gaussian univariate populations, with unknown local means, ,k  and with the scalar estimand Q  equal to 

the mean of the one true population. Or the Truths could be all possible -N dimensional vectors of real 

numbers; this is the standard finite population set-up for survey sampling with N  units and one scalar 

variable, as in Cochran (1963) and Kish (1965), where the estimand Q  is typically the mean of the N  

values for the true population. 

We continue by defining simple calibration using a simulation to fix ideas; this simulation will be used 

to define concepts throughout this manuscript, including the key concept of conditional calibration. Suppose 

that for each possible truth, , 1, , ,k k KT    with local estimand ,kQ  we have drawn J  data sets, labeled 

, 1, , ,jkY j J   each drawn using design .D  To each of these data sets, we apply procedure P  to the 

data to create an interval estimate for ,kQ  where for each , kk Q  is the same for all  1, ,jkY j J   

because all such jkY  arose from the same truth .kT  We then assess whether when P  is applied to ,jkY  the 

resulting interval includes the local estimand .kQ  The proportion of data sets,  , 1, , ,jkY j J   for 

which the interval P  includes kQ  is called here the local calibration (or local coverage) of the procedure 

P  for the thk  Truth, notationally written kC  for 1, , .k K   For evaluating point estimators, rather than 

interval estimators, the calibration of P  for kQ  could be replaced by the bias or mean squared error of the 

point estimate of .kQ  

This simulation is depicted in Table 4.1, where each column represents a possible truth, and the J  rows 

represent the J  data sets generated under each truth. 

 
Table 4.1 
Display of simulation (Each column represents a possible truth) 
 

Local estimands:  1 1Q Q T   …  k kQ Q T   …  K KQ Q T   

 11Y  … 1kY  … 1KY  

...     

...     

...    

1jY  … jkY  … jKY  

...     

...     

...    

1JY  … JkY  … JKY  

Calibration of P  for :kQ  1C  … kC  … KC  
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Now we define local calibration using 95% to represent any level of coverage. A 95% interval estimate 

of , ,Q P  is called “locally (for truth )kT  conservatively calibrated” if kC   95%; we could say that P  is 

“approximately locally calibrated” (for Truth )kT  if kC  is close to 95%, but this idea was never formally 

defined by Neyman, although in Fisher’s (1934) discussion of Neyman (1934), we can see Fisher had 

something like this in mind with his criticism of Neyman’s formulation. 

Next, following Neyman, the interval estimate P  is called “confidence calibrated” across the ensemble 

of possible truths,  , 1, , ,kT k K   if all >=kC  95%, or returning to Neyman’s original definition, P  

is then simply called a 95% confidence interval for .Q  The critical point here for calibration is that all that 

matters to a die-hard Neymanian frequentist, when evaluating a procedure, ,P  for its validity, is whether 

the collection of kC  values for procedure P  are all greater than the nominal level for .P  The word 

“confidence” arises because when confronted with the results of Table 4.1 for procedure P  and with a critic 

who selected one Truth from the collection of possible truths, you should be “confident” that the result of 

applying P  to *Y  will be an interval that includes .Q  

These assessments of 95% confidence calibration are well-defined no matter what the etiology of the 

procedure .P  BUT, are they statistically apposite for evaluating P  as a 95% interval estimate of the 

unknown Q  after seeing a specific data set, call it *Y ?  That is, after seeing a specific instance of ,Y  now 

known to be * ,Y  does the 95%-attached to P  necessarily reflect the judgment of a sage statistician? Maybe 

we should seek only procedures that are approximately calibrated for truths that plausibly could have 

generated the observed *Y ?  

We now consider the formal Bayesian perspective because it sheds light on this concept of being sage 

after seeing * .Y Y  

 
5  The Bayesian posterior distribution of Q  
 

The Bayesian approach differs from the Neymanian approach (and from Fisher’s fiducial approach) by 

formulating the problem so that a real conditional probability distribution for the estimand Q  can be 

calculated, using the laws of probability theory to condition on the fact that the observed data equals 
* -Y  this distribution is called the posterior distribution of ,Q  that is, posterior after seeing * .Y Y  To 

conduct this activity formally, Q  must be a random variable, and thus Q  needs to have a “starting” 

probability distribution, called its prior distribution, meaning prior to seeing any data; in the context of our 

setup, this prior distribution is a distribution over the possible local estimands, that is, a set of K  

probabilities (summing to one), one probability for each possible Truth. This prior distribution is essentially 

a set of K  weights  , 1, ,kW k K   reflecting the prior beliefs of experts that each of the K  possible 

local estimands is the correct one. The Neymanian frequentist has no use for such weights over the set of 

possible Truths, because the 95% is supposed to hold for any set of weights, and thus for each possible Truth 

(i.e., for all K  point mass prior distributions). 
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Now comes the part of the argument that hints at a departure from Neyman’s 1970’s claim to me that 

conditional inference is too difficult. In the context of the simulation just described, and admitting some 

Bayesian or fiducial logic, when confronted with actual observed data set * ,Y  attention should be focused 

on the parts of the simulation where the generated jkY  equals * ;Y  the other jkY  can be ignored (at least in 

the context of the idealized description here, where J  is essentially infinite) because, to be fully Bayesian, 

we want to condition on Y  equaling * .Y  

In fact, let us use the simulation itself to describe the Bayesian posterior distribution of ,Q  i.e., the 

distribution of Q  conditioning on the fact that * .Y Y  Let *  kM  be the proportion of the J  values of jkY  

that match * ,Y  for 1, , ;k K   that is, for truth ,kT *  kM  is the proportion of the generated data sets from 

truth kT  that match the actual data set * . Y  For example, if *  kM  is zero, then the a priori possible truth kT  

could not be the actual truth because it could not have generated observed data * .Y  The posterior probability 

that the estimand Q  equals ,kQ  the local value of Q  for Truth ,kT  is the weighted average of the 

proportions, * ,kM  weighted by ,kW  the prior probability that kT  is the correct truth. Here, this weighted 

average of proportions is generally labeled ,k  where k  for the observed data *Y  is labelled *
k  and 

equals  *
1

* ;
K

k k k kk
M W M W   we could call *

k  the estimated ability of Truth kT  to match observed data 
* .Y  This description of the posterior distribution of Q  using simulation is from Rubin (1984); see 

Figure 5.1. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1  Description of posterior distribution from Rubin (1984). 

 
There are objections to this approach. First, where do the prior weights kW  come from and who are the 

experts providing these weights? Perhaps we should find some way to avoid using these potentially overly 

subjective prior weights? Second, perhaps the requirement for exact equality between a generated data set 

jkY  and the observed data set *Y  should be relaxed in some way so that a generated jkY  does not have to 

equal *Y  exactly but only “look like” it came from the same distribution as did * ,Y  and so match *Y  in 

some way? 
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More on this second point first, which is clearly important when trying to conduct an actual 

simulation like this idealized one with a finite budget. The approximate equality between generated 

data Y  and observed data *Y  can be achieved in situations with low-dimensional sufficient statistics, 

because only those statistics have to match. But this idea of generated data being “close to” observed 

data *Y  is the basis of all work using this description of the posterior distribution to conduct 

“ABC” – Approximate Bayesian Computation, apparently first described in the paragraph in Figure 5.1 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Approximate_Bayesian_computation, Tavare, Balding, Griffiths and 

Donnelly, 1997). We simply assume at this point that we have chosen some such metric to define the 

function ,kM  and use it to define the ability of Truth kT  to generate data sets that match the observed 

data, * .Y  

 
6  The conditionally calibrated statistician’s evaluation of procedure P  
 

With the basic definitions of Sections 4 and 5 for kC  (the local calibration of P  for kQ  under )kT  and 

the *
kM  ( the matching ability of kT  for * )Y  now established, we are prepared to consider the concept of 

Conditional Calibration (CC) and to make the connection to being a sage statistician after having 

observed * .Y  

Conditional Calibration starts at the same place as Neymanian unconditional calibration, but is sensitive 

to the Bayesian and Fiducial arguments by discounting results from possible truths whose drawn data sets 

jkY  are not close to *Y  as assessed by their match rates * .kM  The point of doing this is: Why should we 

care about calibration for a priori possible Truths that could not have generated the observed * ,Y  i.e., truths 

that are a posteriori implausible? But this CC perspective does not go to the full Bayesian extreme, which, 

first, ignores all aspects of the simulation except the Truths that generated data sets exactly matching the 

observed data set, and second, explicitly uses the often weakly justified prior distribution,  ,kW  to weight 

the local matching rates. 

Hence, we are left summarizing our simulation, which evaluates a procedure P  for inference about the 

estimand Q  from observed data * ,Y  using a two dimensional criterion: The local calibration of P  for kQ  

under truth  ,kT  that is ;kC  and the local match rate for Truth ,kT  the proportion of generated jkY  under 

truth  ,kT  that are accepted as matching * ,Y *
kM   the fraction of jkY  that are considered equal to * .Y  

Those possible truths with *
kM  near one are clearly more relevant to the situation with observed data *Y  

than those truths with values of *
kM  near zero. 

Thus procedure P  applied to each possible truth with observed data *Y  can be displayed as K  points 

in a two-dimensional graph where the horizontal axis is the average match to *Y  of the data sets generated 

by truth ,kT * ,kM  and the vertical axis is the local calibration of P  for the data sets generated by Truth ,kT

.kC  We call this the “conditional calibration plot” and it is illustrated and discussed in the Section 7. Of 

major relevance to drawing sage inferences for possible truths from observed data * ,Y  many different 
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procedures can be displayed on the same conditional calibration plot for a fixed data set *Y  and a fixed set 

of possible truths. 

 
7  The conditional calibration plot and its use for sagely selecting 

procedures to use with observed data *Y  
 

The conditionally calibrated (CC) statistician faced with estimating Q  using procedure P  from data set 
*Y  cares about being approximately calibrated, i.e., close kC  to 95% especially for Truths with large values 

of * ,kM  indicating that such Truths could have plausibly generated * .Y  In other words, when comparing 

procedures for estimating Q  from * ,Y  the sage statistician, in addition to conservative unconditional 

calibration (i.e., confidence coverage), especially cares about accurate calibration for Truths that are 

plausible, and therefore implicitly ignores the calibration of procedures for Truths that are implausible 

given * .Y  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.1  kC  versus *

kM  Plots for a fixed data set, with 9K   Truths (columns). 

 
Figure 7.1 presents hypothetical simulation results with a fixed data set *Y  and a fixed set of nine 

possible Truths (with nine associated local match rates to * )Y  for three procedures, indicated by faces. The 

vertical axis is not linear in kC  but expanded for values of kC  closer to unity, which is where our interest 

is focused. One procedure is labeled “Smile” because it is approximately calibrated ( kC  close to 95%) for 

possible Truths that could have generated *Y *( kM  close to 1), even though poorly calibrated ( kC  well 

below 95%) for a priori possible Truths that are implausible given the observed *Y *( kM  much lower than 

1). A second procedure is labeled “Frown” because it is not CC, being invalid (meaning its local calibration 

is substantially less than 95%), including for truths that are plausible given * .Y  The third procedure is 

Three procedures:   CC       ,  Not CC        ,  CI 

                             100% 
 
Too inclusive 
 
        Nominal        95% 
 
 
 
 
 

          Invalid 
 
 
 
 
 

                                   0% 
                                          0.0                                                                                  1.0 
                                                                     Relevance of the nine truths 
                                               (unavailable at the design stage because involves Y*) 

C
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ra
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labeled as “Neutral [CI]” because, although it is a valid confidence interval in Neyman’s sense of having its 

minimum local calibration at least 95%, it is not approximately calibrated for Truths that are plausible given 

the observed data set, * .Y  This procedure could, for me, be described by a mild frown, but maybe not for 

Neyman, based on our 1970’s conversation. 

That is, to repeat, Neymanian (conservative = confidence) calibration for each procedure formally just 

cares about the procedures’ minimum kC  across the entire ensemble of a priori possible truths. Also, the 

rigid Bayesian just cares about the weighted average of the *
kM  across the possible truths, weighted by the 

prior possibly unreliable distribution for the truths, .kW  The sage CC statistician cares about approximate 

local calibration of procedures for those Truths that are plausible; if a confidence-valid 95% procedure P  

displays kC  values substantially bigger than 95% for plausible Truths, this suggests that there exist better 

CC procedures for this situation with data set * ;Y  that is, calibrated procedures that are more efficient and 

so result in shorter intervals. Notice for example, that the confidence-valid procedure in Figure 7.1 (Neutral 

face) has worse CC than Smile, and thus although a plausible competitor to Smile at the design stage should 

be seen as inferior to Smile after seeing data *Y  because it is too conservative for some of the relevant 

Truths. 

 
8  Implementing this idea in practice 
 

To implement this idea in practice would require work, certainly more intellectual effort than is currently 

expended in many statistical investigations. The implementation would begin at the same place as is 

standard in current carefully constructed studies. We would begin by considering a set of procedures, each 

of which is usually conservatively calibrated in the traditional sense, for the problem at hand. Then we 

would collect opinions from experts about the generally plausible Truths in the specific situation we are 

facing; this step is executed in some current problems, although typically informally. 

If possible, then we should gather some information for ,kW  the prior weights on the possible truths; 

these could be useful for later consideration of the construction of the matching averages kM  (no asterisk 

yet, because the data, * ,Y  are not yet observed). We should obtain agreement on how to define kM  and 

whether to use the prior weights .kW  This is the ABC task. Finally, agreement is needed on how to use the 

CC plot to compare the various procedures being considered. 

All of this effort should be conducted before the actual data set *Y  is observed. For this reason, alone, 

the implementation of this idea is more intellectually demanding than standard practice, but it is a component 

of being a sage statistician. 
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